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EURA-Quality Seal for Germany,
France and Spain
Since our last newsletter another 3 one-group
partners were awarded with the EURA Quality Seal:
Donath International in Germany, Grospiron
Relocation in France and S.I.T. in Spain. The EuRA
Quality Seal is the most recognized company
certificate a relocation service provider can receive in
Europe and the world’s first accreditation programme
for relocation providers.

Quality Training in Paris

Zoltán Fodor, Adrienne Deak, Zsuzsa Csatáry, Viktoria Kiss, Gábor Koncz and
Andras Csatary in the EuroMove office in Hungary

EuroMove & Relocation, the premier provider of services in
Hungary managed by Adrienne Deak, is the 13th one-group
partner. The appointment of EuroMove is one-group’s first
step into offering full relocation and moving services in
Eastern Europe. We look forward to have EuroMove join our
meetings at IAM in San Diego and FIDI in Portugal, where
agents can get to know Adrienne and her team personally.

one-group partner Vinelli
sponsored “Urban Ghosts”
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Participants at Quality Training in Paris

The Quality Committee prepared our first Certificate
Training for one-group partners in Paris with great
success. The aim was to guide partners through the
first steps of each certificate, point out advantages,
challenges, show samples and provide useful
contacts for those who are starting the certificate
process of the EURA Quality Seal, ISO 27001 and
ISO 14001.

Green Celebrity

Our one-group partner, VINELLI&SCOTTO, co-sponsored a
site-specific project named “Urban ghosts” by an Italian artist
Roberto Cambi that was opened during the International
Design Week in Milan last April. A large installation of about
150m2 consisting of 150 illuminated ceramic ghosts hung
around an arch (5,70m tall and 6m wide) in random order in
the court of the architectural and engineering company,
“Lombardini22”. V&S provided the logistic support and the
equipment to assist the artist to position the structure
and install the ceramic ghosts.
Laura Busettini says: “It has been very exciting for us to
support this art project and to think that in some way we
contributed to the success of this exhibition which will remain
open until October 31st, 2010. We embrace this project with
enthusiasm, not only for the beauty of the sculpture, but also
for its meaning.” The Artist says: “The objective of this
installation is to create emotions; the ghost represents
symbolically the man’s fear, the unexplored and the
uncertainty that now, more than ever, is present in our
society.”

Always aiming to ‘be green’ and actively involved in
environmentally focused events, volunteers from
Celebrity International Movers in Athens, Greece
headed to the outskirts of the city to plant trees for
the United States Embassy’s ‘Spring Reforestation
Program.’ Celebrity joined more than a hundred
volunteers incl. the American Ambassador to Greece,
Daniel Speckhard. More than a thousand trees and
bushes were planted to help revitalize the landscape
and vegetation in the areas west of Athens, ruined by
summer wildfires.

John Aliferis (planting a tree) , Daniel Speckhard, the American
Ambassador to Greece, and Marissa Benekos from Celebrity take a break
from replanting trees in wildfire damaged area of Greece.

